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ABSTRACT
Hybrid Hadronization is an approach that combines two well-established models, string frag-
mentation and recombination, to describe the hadronization of QCD jets. It is available as a code
written and maintained by Professor Fries’ group at Texas A&M university and it is a part of the
JETSCAPE framework [1]. My project improves the physics of the current Hybrid Hadronization
code to be closer to realistic Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) by working on two related issues.
The first one is about utilizing known information about the color states of quark-antiquark
pairs or quark triplets in determining the probability of recombination. Previously, the probability
for quark-antiquark pairs to form color singlet state was set to 1
9
as default, and that for three quarks
to form color singlet was set to 1
27
. These are the values appropriate if color quantum numbers are
completely randomized. The improved code now modifies these values based on the color states
of partons chosen.
The second issue concerns the string repair process. Based on the result of the recombination
step, the code organizes remnant strings and temporary junctions by tracing color flow, which is
given by the color tags that were generated by jet shower modules, and utilizes these informa-
tion for repairing strings after recombination. Subsequently it processes temporary junctions to
be compatible with PYTHIA by cutting problematic junctions, checking conservation laws, and
assigning the history tags to define final partons in junctions.
My improved Hybrid Hadronization code can, for the first time, run with MATTER and LBT
parton shower input and add thermal partons in a way that utilizes both the space-time informa-
tion and the color information provided by these codes correctly. We have studied the systematic
behavior of jet hadronization for different jet energies and medium sizes. We find typical recom-
bination signatures, like baryon / meson ratios and flow effect as expected with medium size. This
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK
1.1 QCD Lagrangian for color flow
The QCD Lagrangian is essential for discussing QCD color flow and string structure. Formu-
lating the QCD Lagrangian starts from the Lagrangian density of free quarks without interaction
with the gauge boson, which is the gluon that mediates strong interaction. The free Lagrangian is
[2]
L0 = ψ̄iq(iγµ∂µ −mq)δijψjq
In the definition above, ψiq is a quark field with color (fundamental) index i, starting from 1 to
3, which means three color charges (red, blue, green). γµ signifies the Dirac matrix, where µ is the
four-vector index. mq is the quark mass. To consider the interaction with a gauge boson using this
basic Lagrangian, a partial derivative should be substituted by the covariant form as [3]
(Dµ)ij = δij∂µ − igstaijAaµ ,
where gs is the strong coupling (g2s = 4παs), and A
a
µ is the gluon field with the color (adjoint)





λaij , where λ
a
ij is a Gell-Mann matrix), which
are the generators of the SU(3) group. Along with considering the interaction with a gauge boson,
considering the local gauge invariance for the Lagrangian is needed. Since the phase factor to apply
the gauge transformation includes a generator of the SU(3) group, the fact that Gell-Mann matrices
do not commute with each other (i.e. [ti, tj] = ifijktk, where fijk are the structure constants of
the group) requires an additional term for the Lagrangian, and the term to be added is regarding
the kinetic energy of the gluon fields (−1
4
F aµνF
aµν). In summary, the complete form of the QCD
Lagrangian is [3]





There is an important property of the gluon fields that follows from this Lagrangian, which
gives us a more intuitive picture of allowed interactions in QCD [2]. If we write the gluon field
strength tensor in terms of the fields Aaµ , i.e. ,
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gsfabcAbµAcν
we can rewrite the QCD Lagrangian explictly in terms of the gluon fields. By abbreviating
quark fields as ψi and gluon field as A, we can find the following terms with at least one power
of the coupling constant gs: gsψ̄Aψ, gsAAA, and g2sAAAA. They correspond to the coupling of
quarks to gluons and of three and four gluons with each other. Then, the symbolic form of the
Lagrangian is [2]
L = ”q̄q” + ”(Gluon2)” + gs”q̄q(Gluon)” + gs”(Gluon3)” + g2s”(Gluon4)”.
The last two terms show clear differences from Quantum Electro Dynamics (QED), where
photons only couple with leptons or antileptons and do not couple with each other. We can see that
gluons can couple with each other in the form of three or four coupled gluons structures, and this
means gluons carry color charges. While carrying the color charge, gluons have octet color states
from the combination of color charges and anticolor charges, and, when carrying color charges,
color flow should be conserved [4]. For example, if a gluon in the color state of anti-blue and red
color charge decays into quark and antiquark, the color charge of the antiquark should be anti-blue
and that of the quark should be red as shown in Fig.1.1. Not only does the decay of gluons obey
this, but the other interactions in QCD should as well. This give us a concept for color flow in the
QCD string structure.
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Figure 1.1: Example interaction and color flow where a quark with red color charge interacts with
a gluon and is changed into a blue charged quark
1.2 Hadronization and QCD strings
We can calculate the probability for partons (quarks and gluons) to interact and radiate by ap-
plying perturbative QCD (pQCD) for sufficiently large momentum transfers. However, hadroniza-
tion, the act of forming bound states from quarks and gluons, proceeds with low momentum
transfer and is non-perturbative. One way to deal with this is by using measured fragmentation
functions. Fragmentation functions Dhi (zi, Q
2
hard) are defined phenomenologically by fitting ex-
periment data, and they represent the differential probability for a parton i, which could be quark or
gluon, to fragment into a hadron h that carries a fraction z of its momentum. With the factorization
theorem, which enables the separation of cross section of hard processes [5], and the universality
of fragmentation functions [6], we can express the differential cross section in the hadronization









(ab→ iX)Dhi (zi, Q2hard)dEiEi
where zi = Eh/Ei (0 ≤ zi ≤ 1), and dσdEh represents the differential cross section to produce
hadron h with energy Ei in the collision of particles a and b. Q2hard is the virtuality scale for the
3
hard process. This formalism provides the basic background for treating the hadronization from
strings.
Next, we discuss the origin of QCD strings to fully explain the background for this project.
In considering the string structure, the project follows the Lund model, which is widely used and
forms the basis of the PYTHIA code [3]. We can start from a quark-antiquark pair in a color singlet
state (e.g. red + anti-red). From the QCD Lagrangian, using lattice QCD and other methods, we
find the potential between them, which is also called the Cornell potential [8],
V (r) = −χ
r
+ σr
where χ is the strength of Coulomb-like interaction, and σ is the string tension. As we can see
above, even at a large distance, the potential between the particles still grows. This long range
interaction is reminiscent of strings. The gluon field lines between the quark-antiquark pair are
shown in Fig.1.2 for small and large distances.
Figure 1.2: Description of the fields between quark and antiquark at small and large distances.
In the Lund model, perturbative gluons are considered as kinks in strings between quarks and
antiquarks, which carry momentum and energy of the gluons [9]. According to the Lund model,
hadrons can be produced from fluctuations in the string field. See Fig. 1.3. This process is called
string fragmentation, and this is what is implemented as the default hadronization in the codes like
PYTHIA.
4
Figure 1.3: Pictorial description of string fragmentation.
A different hadronization channel is available when quarks are close enough in phase space.
In that case they can form bound states by recombining into hadrons. This process is called quark
recombination, and it has been succesfully applied to heavy ion collision. [7, 10, 11]. There
are typical signatures in recombination that distinguish it from string fragmentation. The most
important ones are charged hadron chemistry, in particular a larger baryon / meson ratio, and
collective effects, like collective flow of particles. Fig. 1.4 shows different recombination channels
for a string embedded in a hot quark-gluon plasma background medium which serves as a resorvoir
of thermal partons.
5
Figure 1.4: Three types of recombination in close distance in phase space.
1.3 QGP medium and evolution of jets
We are interested in hadronization and string structure of jets in the Quark-Gluon Plasma
(QGP). Quarks and gluons cannot exist on their own, but only exist in the form of color singlet
hadrons [2, 4]. This is the confinement property of QCD. However, with enough collision energy,
hadrons or nuclei can be broken up into quarks and gluons. They can exist on their own without
forming color-singlet hadrons as long as the temperature is large enough, roughly above 160 MeV.
As a result, quarks and gluons can exist deconfined, and we call this fluid-like phase of quarks
and gluons the Quark-Gluon Plasma [12]. In hard scatterings in collisions of hadrons or nuclei,
highly collimated bunches of particles called jets can be produced. Since jets provide large enough
virtuality scales to apply perturbative QCD, we can calculate or compute the evolution of jets in
QGP [13, 14, 15].
6
Figure 1.5: Formation of QGP and Jet interacting with medium.
A jet starts out as a quark or gluon created in a hard process which possesses both large energy
and large virtuality. Virtuality is defined as Q2 = E2 − p2 − m2 and characterizes intermediate
quantum states. High virtuality particles will radiate to transition into two particles with smaller
virtuality. This process is repeated until all particles have sufficiently small virtuality, building a
"shower" of particles. The DGLAP (Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi) equation deter-







where z is the momentum fraction of parton b with respect to parton a. For Pa→bc(z) in Eq.(1.1)














(z2 + (1− z)2)
In a shower Monte Carlo (MC) code like PYTHIA, the jet initiating parton is given a maximum
possible virtuality Qmax. Therefore, for the splitting of the parton to happen with a virtuality Q1,
we need to ensure that another splitting does not happen during this evolution between virtualities
Qmax and Q1. To fulfill this requirement, the Sudakov form factor, which provides the probability
for partons not splitting in certain vertuality range, has to be applied by defining the variable t [17].
t = ln (Q2/Λ2), dt = d ln (Q2) = dQ2/Q2
The Sudakov form factor is defined as






The actual virtuality in the first splitting is then determined in shower MC codes by using
random number generator. MATTER (the Modular All Twist Transverse-scattering Elastic drag
and Radiation) is the shower Monte Carlo module we utilize most here [18]. It determines the
virtuality evolution of jets with this method. When jets evolve in a medium, the splitting process
is modified but the basic picture of virtuality ordered splitting remains the same. In vacuum,
particles go directly into hadronization after MATTER shower, but in a medium, jets can undergo
another evolution process if partons are still inside the QGP and have low enough virtuality to
apply further shower MC. For this we use the shower MC, Linear Boltzmann Transport (LBT).
LBT focuses on the evolution of the phase distribution of partons when the jets evolves further by
solving the Boltzmann equation [18]. The important difference from the vacuum shower is that
partons in medium keep evolving until their ambient temperature becomes lower than the critical
temperature of phase transition from QGP into the other phases (Tc). After cooling down under
Tc, jets start to hadronize. To simulate this, we add sampled thermal partons on the T = Tc
hypersuface around jets for hadronization.
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1.4 Color states
Based on SU(3) algebra we can choose the color basis states of red (|R〉), blue (|B〉), and green
(|G〉) color charges. First, we can calculate the color states of two quarks. By applying irreducible
representations of SU(3) group [19], we can express the combination of two color charges as a
sextet and anti-triplet color state [3].




























Since we are interested in hadronization, we shall also deduce the color states of mesons which
are combinations of a quark and an antiquark. Thus, we consider color charge and anticolor charge.
In this case, qq̄ color states can be separated into octet and singlet states. Color octet states corre-
spond to the color states of gluons which are not color neutral, so gluons carry color charges. The
color singlet state corresponds to the color neutral mesons. Because of color confinement which
forbids quarks to exist by themselves, all color charges must be arranged into color neutral bound
states upon hadronization. The qq̄ color states above are [4]




































For baryons which are bound states of three quarks, we need to use the result in Eq (1.2). After
adding a third color state, we can separate color states of three quarks into decuplet, octet and
singlet states:
3⊗ 3⊗ 3 = 10⊕ 8⊕ 8⊕ 1
Based on the number of possible color states above, in a system of randomized color charges
the probability for a color-anticolor (quark-antiquark) pair to form a color singlet meson is 1
9
, and
the probability for three color charges (quarks) to form a baryon is 1
27
. These are the default values
set in the previous version of Hybrid Hadronization. However, the jet evolution discussed above
leads to systems which are not color randomized. We will discuss these effects in the next two
chapters.
1.5 Previous work
The Jet Energy-loss Tomography with a Statistically and Computationally Advanced Program
Envelope (JETSCAPE) [1, 20] framework is a computational framework that pursues building a
complete Monte-Carlo event generator for heavy-ion collisions. The processes done in this frame-
work can be sorted by the categories of function of each module. The Initial State module, called
TRENTO works to set the initial conditions such as spatial distribution, energy, and entropy dis-
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tribution of the soft sector of the collision (p+p, Pb+Pb, Au+Au). Second, the Hydro module
determines the evolution of hydrodynamic variables such as energy momentum tensor, tempera-
ture, and flow-velocity. They form the background for jet evolution in the medium. Third, the
PartonGun module determines the distribution of hard partons based on the parton distribution
functions and cross sections of each hard collision [1]. After these processes are completed by the
modules above, the essential conditions for the evolution of jets are set. Each jet is then evolved
by the shower and energy loss modules (MATTER, LBT, MARTINI). Among the jet-energy loss
modules, the Modular All Twist Transverse-scattering Elastic drag and Radiation takes the impor-
tant role of the evolution of high-energy, high-virtuality partons. Specifically in MATTER, the
dominant mechanism that simulates the jet evolution is the virtuality-ordered splitting of jet par-
tons [18]. Parton showers in MATTER are modified in QGP medium. MATTER serves as a unique
tool because we can test the jet in vacuum and a medium. MATTER applies integer color tags to
follow the flow of color charges in jet evolution following the schematic picture in of Fig 1.6.
Professor Fries’ group at Texas A&M University has worked on the issue of recombination
during hadronization in the past. The philosophy of Hybrid Hadronization is that quarks close to
each other in phase space recombine into hadrons, while quarks far from each other form strings
and are fragmented to hadrons [7, 10, 11]. Based on this approach, the Hybrid Hadronization code
has been developed. The workflow of the current version can be separated into three parts: recom-
bination, string repair, and string fragmentation. After reading in the original parton information
from parton shower modules, gluons in the parton shower are decayed into quark and antiquark
pairs. During the subsequent recombination step, two or three partons are randomly chosen to
be evaluated for their recombination probability. The code computes the probability from their
distance in phase space, their spin, and color state [10]. The algorithms for evaluating the prob-
ability in phase space are already well established using Wigner Functions. [7, 11]. To evaluate
the color factor, however, the code currently applies a purely statistical approach where the prob-
ability is set as (1
3
)N , where N is the number of quarks in the bound state. In other words, color
tags are currently not utilized for color factors although in principle available. In the string repair
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process, remnant partons are rearranged based on the distance in phase space and the color tags
are assigned based on distance so again in this step existing color flow information is not utilized.
At last, all partons, strings and recombined hadrons are transferred into PYTHIA. Recombined
hadrons are not affected by this module, but strings are fragmented into hadrons. We can see the
entire description of the procedures in the code in Fig. 1.6.
It is possible to improve the process of determining color factors to evaluate the probability
of recombining hadrons and the process of repairing the strings when we consider the color tags
of the participating partons. Those color tags have been properly calculated by previous modules,
like MATTER. We propose to consider the color flow read from the initial string configuration to







Stage Relevant code Improvement
● Arrange partons from shower module.
● Assign string id based on color tags
● Recombine partons into hadrons
● Keep information for string repair
● Based on the information from Recomb(), 
organize string with color flow
● Assign tags for PYTHIA
● Generate events with partons in repaired 
string





● Determine recombination 
probability based on color 
states
● Prepare color tags to form 
junction, or restore the 
string directly
● Repair string by considering 
color flow
Figure 1.6: Workflow of the Hybrid Hadronization code and possible improvements.
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2. RECOMBINATION IN IMPROVED HH CODE
2.1 Workflow
The improvement in recombination starts by sorting color tags read into Hybrid Hadronization.
Parton configurations read into Hybrid Hadronization typically contain one or several strings or
string fragments. In this procedure, repeated color tags and zero elements are excluded from
sorting. A color tag of zero indicates a thermal parton or a shower parton that has interacted with
the medium. Its color state is randomized. Sorted color tags are accumulated into a vector which
forms the rows and columns of a correlation matrix which is used to store the probability to form
color singlets. The algorithm to randomly choose two or three particles to evaluate recombination
is unchanged from the existing code. Determining the probability of recombination in phase space
and spin by considering Wigner functions [10, 11] also follows the previous code version. After
sorting color tags and creating the initial color correlation matrices for mesons and baryons, the
color factor contribution to the recombination is determined and can be read off the correlation
matrix which is updated after each successful recombination. Finally, preparation for the string
repair follows by updating color tags after the meson formation, and by keeping track of the color
tag information to form junctions for conservation of baryon number. Junctions are Y-shaped string
configurations, i.e. they have 3 strings as legs, and they carry baryon number +1 or -1. See Fig.
2.1. that is the description of these processes.
13







● Repeated Color tag, Zero elements are excluded
● Vector element will form columns and rows in color correlation matrix
● Based on the relation between color tags, color factor for recombination is determined
● Update the matrix after a meson formation.
● Based on the recombination of baryons, keep track of corresponding three color tags to form 
junctions







Figure 2.1: Workflow of the updated recombination step and relevant code in HH.
2.2 Color factor determination
For meson formation, the code maintains the meson color correlation matrix. An initial color
correlation matrix is considered from the initial parton system based on adjacency of color tags in
a string. The elements of the matrix are updated when two color tags are chosen to form a color
singlet. In other words, the code updates elements when mesons are recombined from chosen
partons. What is stored in the color correlation matrix is the probability PC for a quark-antiquark
pair to form a color singlet. The total recombination probability for the qq̄ is P = PC × PS × PW
where PS and PW are the probabilities from spin and distance in phase space which are already
provided by the previous version of the code. The scheme to compute the initial PC from the
given correlations is simple and can be further improved in the future. For the same color tags, the
probability to form a color singlet is 1. When two color tags are in a known color octet state, the
14
probability is zero. For all other possible combinations of color states of quarks and antiquarks,
the probability is 1
9
.
When qq̄ pair is chosen for recombination, PC for the color tags is updated to 1. Based on these
color tags, the code finds corresponding elements in the color correlation matrix by matching the
color tags with columns and rows in the matrix. Then the code changes the matrix element to 1.
Example string and color correlation matrix are given in Fig. 2.2.
tags 7 8 9 10 11 12 100
7 1 0 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9
8 0 1 0 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9
9 1/9 0 1 0 1/9 1/9 1/9
10 1/9 1/9 0 1 0 1/9 1/9
11 1/9 1/9 1/9 0 1 0 1/9
12 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 0 1 0
100 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 0 1
8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 1007 7
Example String   :
Color Reconnection Matrix  :
Color tag 8 and 11 are considered to be independent on each other. 
Therefore, the factor is the statistical value 1/9
Color tag 9 and 10 forms a gluon, and are in a color octet states are 
allowed. Thus, the factor is zero. The factor for 10 and 9 is the same
Color tag 12 and 12  always form color singlet. Thus, the factor is 1
Figure 2.2: Example of the initial color correlation matrix for mesons.
For baryon formation, the color correlation matrix element contains two pieces of information.
The first one is the color factor to form a baryon, another one is the color tag which is used to form
a baryon. MATTER and LBT do not provide junctions (baryons) in their output. Therefore initially
the probability to form a color singlet from three quark or antiquarks are set to the statistical value
of 1
27
. However, correlation from the meson correlation matrix can be important for baryons.
Let us assume that three quarks have formed a baryon and three antiquarks are considered for an
antibaryon, and two color tags are in common between the baryon and the anti-baryon candidate.
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We need to check the relation between the color tags which are not same. In this case, we go back
to the meson color correlation matrix. If the non-interacting color tags are in a color octet state,
the probability to form the baryon is zero. Possible string configuration and treatment for this are
given in Fig. 2.3.
8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 1007 7
Example String and Recombination   :
First baryon is formed from 7,8,9. That 
is 7,8,9 tags form color singlet
Anti baryon is about to being made 
from 7,8,10, but since color tags 7, 8, 9 
are in color singlet state, we need to 
consider the relation between 9 and 10.
tags 7 8 9 10 11 12 100
7 1 0 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9
8 0 1 0 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9
9 1/9 0 1 0 1/9 1/9 1/9
10 1/9 1/9 0 1 0 1/9 1/9
11 1/9 1/9 1/9 0 1 0 1/9
12 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 0 1 0
100 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 1/9 0 1
Consideration in Matrix   :
Factor zero in meson recombination matrix means they are in 
color octet states.  Thus the color factor to be recombined into 
baryon is zero.
 e.g.  if tag 7 = red, 8 = green, 9 = blue, color tag 10 should be 
anti blue to form anti baryon of anti red(7), anti green(8), anti 
blue(which corresponds to 9), 10 and 9 cannot be same because 
they are in gluon, which allows only color octet states.
Figure 2.3: Interaction between meson formation and baryon formation.
2.3 Preliminary string repair
To repair strings after recombination, the code updates color tags and keeps track of the color
tags needed to form the junction structure. After each meson recombination, the color correlation
matrix is updated, and since the two color tags involved have been determined to be in a color
singlet, they are set to be equal. Since PYTHIA forms strings based on color tags, we end up with
valid string structures linked by color flow. We can see how this works more clearly in the Fig 2.4
below.
Baryon recombination is followed up by storing the color tags which form junctions. This hap-
pens in a vector which has 4 components; first component is a flag indicating whether a junction
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or antijunction should be formed to conserve baryon number, and the other elements are the corre-
sponding three color tags. This information is used for evaluating the color factor to form baryons
by providing the information about color tags determined to be in singlet state. This information
also provides starting point for the next string repair process.
Figure 2.4: Immediate string repair after meson formation by correcting relevant color tags.
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3. STRING REPAIR IN IMPROVED HH CODE
● Particles after recombination are 
checked whether they contribute to 
junction structure or a simple string
class parton_collection HH_remnants
● Partons with relevant color tags for 
temporary junctions are stored, and 
form junction legs.
std::vector<HHparton> Juncstructure
● Information of merged 
junction legs is stored
● Based on the data, It 
rearranges junction structure
into single or dijunctions
std::vector<int> IMStructure
std::vector<int> Tempjunction
● Check If partons have corresponding color







● Event history check
● EP conservation
Figure 3.1: Flow of partons data and relevant code in the string repair process.
3.1 Workflow
As we can see in Fig. 3.1, Forming temporary junction is the first step for string repair. The
purpose of the first step is to check whether partons are relevant to junction structure. Partons
which are not related to junctions are not considered in this step. The code assembles partons into
temporary junctions if one of their color tags appears in the list of junction color tags. Temporary
junctions might have partons in common. A vector keeps track of these overlapping partons which
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indicates that there are multiple junctions in one string. Unfortunately, PYTHIA can not handle
complicated multi-junction systems beyond simple dijunctions. Therefore, some junction legs have
to be chosen to be cut and junctions which have more than two shared legs are forced to recombine
into baryons. To finish up, the code adds baryons to the history. They are not present as actual
particles and only act as mothers for junction quarks. They have to be used for letting PYTHIA
know about junctions. Along with this step, the code assigns mother and daughter tags to exactly
point out the relation of partons with those mother baryons as required by PYTHIA. Then the code
takes final step to transfer the partons in these structures into PYTHIA, for string fragmentation.
3.2 Temporary junction formation
Before forming temporary junctions the function which executes string repair receives lists
of remnant partons from the function which has executed recombination. Along with this list,
the vectors including color tag information for junctions are also transferred into string repair
function. The vectors of color tags which form junctions contain four elements. The first element
is the junction / antijunction flag (±1), and the other elements are three color tags which form the
junction.
Going through this vector, the code finds partons which have corresponding color tags. First,
the code finds the particle forming the junction itself. Possibly some junction color tags might not
be assigned to partons anymore because they have been used to form mesons or baryons. Only
when the junction has three adjacent partons, the code tries to trace the color flow to them by
checking color tags of remnant partons and attaching relevant partons onto the junctions. This
process is repeated until there are no partons with relevant color tags to form junction legs. This
color flow tracing procedure does not consider whether partons are used for the formation of the
other junctions to prevent skipping partons for junction formation. For each temporary junction,
three vectors of partons are assigned and each vector corresponds to one junction leg.
We can see the example for temporary junctions and vectors of overlapping partons in the
event printout in Fig. 3.2. There are three temporary junctions. For convenience, we call the
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first junction leg in the first temporary junction leg 1-1. When we check the color tags of partons
in junction legs, we can find that leg 1-1 and leg 3-3 are overlapping. We can also find leg 2-3
and leg 3-2 are overlapping. Informations about these overlapping legs are stored to deal with the
overlapping partons among temporary junctions. In the last three lines in Fig 3.2, we can check
this information. The elements in these lines indicate the location of information in certain vectors,
so according to C++ convention the numbering starts from zero. See the first line of these vectors.
For the 4 elements in first parenthesis with elements 0, -1, 0, 0, the first one indicates the temporary
junction number, the second one means junction/antijunction flag, which can be ±1, the third one
means temporary junction number, the last one is the flag for either dijunction or single junction,
where 0 means single junction and 1 means dijunction structure. Hence, the first parenthesis means
that the 0th (first) temporary junction is not connected to another junction. When we see the second
parenthesis in the first line, which is 0, 0, 2, 2, this parenthesis means that leg 1-1 and leg 3-3 are
overlapping. similarly, the other lines store the information about the additional overlapping legs.
With the information about the junction structure and the participating partons understood we can
prepare the system for string fragmentation.
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Leg ( 0 – 0 ) and ( 2 , 2 ) are overlapping
Leg ( 1 – 2 ) and ( 2 , 1 ) are overlapping
( Junction # , junction / antijunction, Junction #, dijunction flag)
Information of
overlapping legs 
Figure 3.2: Example for temporary junctions and their information in the updated Hybrid
Hadronization code. Particles are described by their color and anti color tags, the lsat three line
indicates informations about overlapping legs in temporary junctions
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3.3 Preparation for PYTHIA
Prior to discussing string repair based on our temporary junctions, we want to point out some
important aspects of sending parton and string data to PYTHIA. Generally, PYTHIA can detect
string structure by tracing color flow. For example, If we assume one particle with 101 color tag,
102 anticolor tag, and another one with 102 color tag, 103 anticolor tag, PYTHIA will interpret
the gluons as part of a string linked by color tag 102.
Figure 3.3: Procedure of PYTHIA to check color flow and form string.
In this way PYTHIA can recover string structure from the color tag information. However, for
junctions, where three colors are relevant, PYTHIA needs more information to detect the junction
structure. The additional requirements are mother and daughter tags for the particles. These are
integer tags and used by PYTHIA to record the history of particles evolving in PYTHIA. Mother
tags refers to a previously existing particle in the event record which created the particle with these
tags. In reverse, daughter tags of the particles indicate subsequent particles in the event related to
it. The default value for those tags is zero, because in the event record in PYTHIA, zero refers to
the whole event [21]. The mother/daughter tagging system can be used as a general referencing
system even if the mother particle was never actually in the event. For every event in PYTHIA,
the virtual particle to represent the whole event is always declared first to control the particles
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with default mother and daughter tag. In our case we create fake baryons in the event history to
act as mothers for the junctions. "Fake" here means that those baryons are not part of the final
particle output. In some case additional fake mother partons need to be added as well. There are
more sophisticated classification about mother and daughter tag usage in the official website for
PYTHIA by Lund University (http://home.thep.lu.se/). For convenience, we discuss here a simple



















Diagram of Mother, daughter tags Diagram of color tags
Figure 3.4: Example of a PYTHIA event log (top panel) and diagrams for event record (lower left)
and color tags (lower right). numbers in first column labelled "no" are used for mother daughter
tags. E.g. Particle in the 3rd line, starting from 1, is the fake mother junction baryon, and It has
daughter tags from 3 to 6. This means that the particles in the lines starting from 3, 4, 5, 6 are
daughter particles of it.
Fig. 3.4 shows an event with 3 gluons (particle numbers 4, 9, 11), 2 quarks (3, 5), and 2
antiquarks (8, 10) which form a junction-antijunction system. The particles with dotted circles are
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fake particles. Their status flags are set not to be engaged with the physical process. So they are
not treated as physical particles. Two fake baryons (1, 2 ) are shown in place of the junctions. They
are the mother junctions. Partons in adjacent legs refer to their event number as the mother tag.
In addition, two fake quarks (6, 7) have been placed on the shared leg between junctions. They
mediate the two mother junctions with the gluons between them. Without these mediating partons,
PYTHIA cannot detect the structure and breaks internally.
In Fig 3.4, the numbers in the first column represent the particle number that are referred to by
mother and daughter tags. For example, the baryon with number 1 has daughter tag from 3 to 6
associated with it. Similarly, the anti-baryon with number 2 has particles with event record 7 to 10
as daughter particles to form the antijunction. Meanwhile, partons with numbers 6 and 7 have a
common daughter particle, given number 11.
Because of the internal consistency checks module in PYTHIA, the conservation laws of en-
ergy and momentum should be fulfilled. These laws should be respected by fake partons. Basic
principle for the conservation is that the energy and momentum of mother particles should be the
the same as sum of energy and momentum of all daughter particles. Fake baryon junction mothers
must have the same momentum and energy as the sum of those quantities of all subordinate parti-
cles. Fake partons in legs connecting junctions are treated differently. Their energy and momentum
are half of the sum of those values from their daughter particles because they need to share those
values.
The internal consistency check in PYTHIA also checks color neutrality, before fragmenting
strings. This is fulfilled by all color tags being either part of a junction or paired with their anticolor
tags. Hence the code checks whether all color tags in the event are paired. MATTER showers usally
are not singlets since they represent a single jet initiated by a single colored parton. Worse, adding
thermal partons or partons from LBT guarantees that the total system is a already not a color
singlet. In the medium, thermal partons and shower partons from LBT can be added for color
neutrality. They are chosen based on the distance in phase space. Proper color tags are assigned
to them if they are used for color neutrality. In the vacuum case, fake partons with low energy and
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momentum or along the beam direction are added to the event.
In conclusion, the code establishes the string structure by adding particles to the history for
junctions. It enforces color neutrality by adding partons if needed.
3.4 Further string processing
The previous step has given us string structures which are phrased precisely in the way PYTHIA
can understand. They are perfectly acceptable color singlets. However, there is one more compli-
cation. The physics of string systems with several junctions is difficult to handle for PYTHIA. In
reality, strings more complicated than a dijunction with one shared leg is likely too challenging for
current PYTHIA versions. Let us discuss examples.










Initial String  and Recombination  :
Junctions to be formed : 
14 1315 14 13 12
16
Figure 3.5: Example 1: string repair into single junction structure.
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We can start from the structure of single junction in a single jet, which is the simplest example
of string repair after baryon recombination. In the example in Fig 3.5, an antibaryon recombines
using anticolor tags 9̄, 1̄1, and 1̄5. It requires a junction of color tags (9, 11, 15) for baryon number
conservation. In this case, since there are no overlapping junction legs, the code simply assigns a
baryon mother. See the event record in Fig 3.6. This single junction string can be easily processed
by PYTHIA. No additional modifications are needed.
Figure 3.6: Example 1 : Event log for a single junction event. We can distinguish particles with
numbers in the first column. See the third line of the log. Particle 1 is a mother junction and it
has daughter tags from 2 to 4. Therefore, we can confirm the particle 2,3, and 4 are linked to
the particle 1 and they form single junction. For the particles with mother tag 0, they are directly
integrated into the simple quark-antiquark strings.
Our second example leads to a dijunction structure for which additional modification in tempo-
rary junctions is required for temporary junctions. Fig 3.7 shows a long string with 2 baryons and
2 anti-baryons recombining. There are two temporary junctions as described in Section 3.2, with
one overlapping leg. The other two junction / antijunction candidates have created several smaller
strings. See center panel of Fig 3.7. Two temporary junctions are combined into a dijunction struc-
ture as shown in the bottom panel in Fig 3.7 including partons color tags. The event log including
fake particles is shown in Fig 3.8.
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7
1716 16
Initial String  and Recombination  :
27 28 28 29 29 30 30 100
Event # 744, Dijunction 
Junction1:(17, 18, 30)Junctions to be formed : 




















Figure 3.7: Example 2 : String repair into dijunction structure. Two temporary junctions(striped in
the junction list) vanish since the partons with corresponding color tag are used for other recombi-
nation
Figure 3.8: Example 2 : PYTHIA event log of dijunction structure.
When running Hybrid Hadronization with physically reasonable parameters, it is relatively rare
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to create trijunction and higher systems, or junctions with multiple legs overlapping. However, for
stability of the code when running large event numbers, one needs a strategy to deal with those
pathological cases. Since PYTHIA cannot stably handle general N-junction structures, we need
to modify them. When junction structures are hadronized, each leg is fragmented, similar to the
string fragmentation of a simple quark-antiquark string, and finally the proper junction remains and
hadronizes into a baryon. In the Hybrid Hadronization code, we detect junctions with two or three
overlapping legs, then force recombination of these junctions into baryons. Applied repeatedly if
neceessary, only single junction or dijunction systems remain. The following examples (Fig 3.9 +
3.10) depict such complicated systems and also show the way how the code treats these system to
make them fit for PYTHIA.
100 100
2112
Junction1:(19, 18, 22)Junctions to be formed : 
Intermediate repair :
Initial String  and Recombination  :
14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 2113 21 22 22 1001312 12































Event # 968, Three- Shared Legs in Junction 
10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 1009 9
Initial String  and Recombination  :










Intermediate repair : Repaired String :
Figure 3.10: Example 4 : Junction-antijunction system with 3 overlapping legs, modified into an
junction and a anti-baryon.
Through the improvements in the string repair process above, the Hybrid Hadronization code
becomes able to deal with junction systems by utilizing parton color flow data. At the same time,
the code allows PYTHIA to run without errors by checking energy-momentum conservation, color
neutrality, and by the pre-processing of multi-junction systems.
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Comparison with the data without recombination
histo7
Entries  4834
Mean    93.05
Std Dev     56.38
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  =200GeV, Q0 = 1.07GeV, Vacuum pGunModule used : brickTest, E
  
Ratio of Hadron Spectra(with / without recombination)
Figure 4.1: Ratio of fragmentation functions D of 200 GeV partons in Hybrid Hadronization with
and without recombination.
As a first test we evaluate the effect of recombination by comparing Hybrid Hadronization to
the same code with the recombination probability forcibly set to zero. We compare the hadron
spectrum of a single jet in the vacuum. The number of events is 100,000 for both runs. The lower
virtuality cut off for MATTER is set asQ0 = 1.07 GeV. This means that partons split until their vir-
tuality is smaller than Q0. As we can see form the Fig. 4.1, the spectrum of hadrons in the vacuum
is slightly modified from pure string fragmentation. This is desirable because string fragmentation
is well-tuned to experimental data in the vacuum case and recombination is not supposed to disrupt
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this situation. Recombination is most active in the low energy region, especially under 5 GeV. This
is because the value of the Wigner function which evaluates recombination probability is based on
the distance in phase space, and partons in low energy tend to be close to each other [10].
4.2 Comparison with the results of previous HH code
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Entries  2803
Mean    102.3
Std Dev     56.66
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Ratio of Hadron Spectra(HH2.0 / HH1.0)
Figure 4.2: Comparison with extant version of Hybrid Hadronization code.
Next, we compare the hadron spectra of the improved Hybrid Hadronization code, which is
labelled as "2.0" here with that of the previous version that is labelled as "1.0" in Fig. 4.2. This
comparison is done using the same setup as that of Fig. 4.1. We can see that recombination
is enhanced in improved Hybrid Hadronization code. That is, including realistic color flow in
determining the recombination probability affects total recombination. However, when we check
the ratio of total hadron spectra, the effect is very small as vacuum jets are still dominated by
fragmentation. Overall, the previous two results show that there are modest changes to hadron
spectra in the vacuum. Note that this result is not unexpected. It is beyond the scope of this thesis
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to explore more vacuum observables.
4.3 Events in medium
histo
Entries  2231
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 in flow_vel = 0AAR
(a) flow velocity = 0
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 in flow_vel = 0.8cAAR
(b) flow velocity = 0.8c
Figure 4.3: RAA in different medium sizes and flow velocity.
Finally we present a systematic study of medium effects. In this case, we use 20 GeV jets
either in vacuum or in a QGP brick of lengths 1, 2 and 4 fm/c. The thermal partons sampled from
the brick can be given a flow velocity longitudinal to the jet to mimic radial flow in heavy ion
collisions. Fig 4.3 shows the ratio of fragmentation functions in the brick and in the vacuum. One
can see the expected jet quenching at energies larger than 6 GeV, depending on medium size. At
low energy an enhancement is seen that scales with medium size and comes mostly from shower-
thermal recombination. This is confirmed by the existance of a flow effect. As we can see from
Fig 4.3, for all medium sizes the peaks of the ratios are shifted from 1 GeV to 2 GeV by increasing
thermal parton flow velocity from zero to 0.8c. This indicates that the application of flow velocity
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is implemented well and the effect is consistent with expectations.
histo5
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Protons / Pions Ratio in flow_vel = 0
(a) flow velocity = 0
histo5
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Protons / Pions Ratio in flow_vel = 0.8c
(b) flow velocity = 0.8c
Figure 4.4: Protons / Pions ratio in different medium sizes and flow velocity
We can also confirm the similar effects by looking at protons / pions ratios in the same study
in Fig 4.4. The p/π ratio is an indicator for recombination with thermal partons. We observe a
large enhancement at small energies, which scales with medium size. Again a strong flow effect
is observed. These observations are qualitatively in agreement with what can be seen in data from
heavy-ion collisions. In the near future JETSCAPE calculations using Hybrid Hadronization will
be compared directly to data.
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5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This project is conducted for improving the existing Hybrid Hadronization code to be realistic
in the determination of recombination probabilities and in repairing strings by considering color
flow. Hybrid Hadronization combines two kinds of hadronization models, string fragmentation and
recombination. The probability for recombination is determined by the color factor to form color
singlet, the spins and the Wigner function which evaluates the recombination probability based on
the distance in phase space [10, 11]. The goal is to have a hadronization code which can hadronize
jet showers in vacuum and also in a QGP medium.
My goal was to improve the Hybrid Hadronization code. This was done by using color factors
reflecting true color states of quark-antiquark pair, which are singlet and octet, and possible 27





for baryon formation. In the improved code, these factors are determined by
initial color flow, and by updates as recombination proceeds. After each recombination, the code
directly repairs strings by correcting the color tags after meson formation, and by preparing lists
of color tags that should be used for forming junction structures.
In the string repair stage, temporary junctions are made based on the information after recom-
bination process. Some of them could have legs shared with other junctions. Since the maximum
capacity for PYTHIA to stably handle junction structure is the dijunction structure, we cut the
strings if there are junctions with multiple shared legs by recombining problematic junctions. We
restore color singlets if needed, and add fake mother particles for junctions along with checking
energy-momentum conservation before handing the system to PYTHIA
Comparison of hadron spectra with previous Hybrid Hadronization shows that the improve-
ments enhances recombination. When we run jets with medium, we can confirm typical recombi-
nation signatures. The peak values of RAA and protons / pions ratio are enhanced by medium size.
Flow of thermal partons shifts these peaks. This result indicates that we will most likely be able to
describe these effects in real experimental data.
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This thesis has made the Hybrid Hadronization code more physical and had improved its com-
tatibility with PYTHIA. Vacuum results have not changed dramatically and results in medium look
very promising to compare to experimental data.
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